
 
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

DAML for Azure Database Now Available on Microsoft AppSource  

New York — December 8, 2020 — Digital Asset, creators of the open-source DAML smart               

contract language, today announced the availability of DAML for Azure Database on Microsoft             

AppSource, an online cloud marketplace providing tailored line-of-business solutions.  

Digital Asset changes how businesses collaborate and solve complex multiparty workflows           

through DAML, a state-of-the-art smart contract language and developer ecosystem for building            

connected applications that span data silos and trust boundaries. DAML applications run on             

platforms ranging from fully decentralized distributed ledgers to traditional databases, with full            

application portability if business needs change. The new solution is designed for companies that              

don’t need a fully decentralized blockchain network but want to use multiparty applications to              

improve collaboration and automate repeatable workflows. DAML for Microsoft Azure Database           

is built on Digital Asset’s open-source DAML for PostgreSQL integration, which takes advantage             

of the highly available and resilient Azure Database stack to enable businesses to automate              

internal multiparty workflows on a traditional enterprise database.  

Tim Kemp, Senior Director, Product Development, Digital Asset said, “We brought DAML for             

Azure Database to Microsoft AppSource so customers can immediately deploy multiparty           

applications on Microsoft’s powerful cloud infrastructure, fueling enterprise operations         

worldwide with enterprise SLAs and support. Whether DAML for Azure Database is proving out              

future blockchain investment or solving internal workflows for greater efficiency, the solution            

gives developers unique tools to deploy production-grade applications on Azure.” 

Toby Bowers, General Manager, Business Applications Group, Microsoft Corp. said, “We’re           

happy to welcome Digital Asset and DAML for Azure Database to Microsoft AppSource, which              

gives our customers great exposure to cloud customers around the globe. Microsoft AppSource             

offers partner solutions such as DAML for Azure Database from Digital Asset to help customers               

meet their needs faster.”  
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http://www.digitalasset.com/
http://www.daml.com/
https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-us/product/web-apps/digitalasset1589565096137.damlonazuredb?tab=Overview
https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-us/product/web-apps/digitalasset1589565096137.damlonazuredb?tab=Overview
https://www.digitalasset.com/ledgers-unlocked


 

 

 

About Digital Asset 

Digital Asset helps companies of all sizes and across industries build and deploy distributed              

applications. At the core of our service offering is DAML, an open source and platform               

independent smart contract language that enables developers to write an application once and             

deploy it anywhere. To learn more about Digital Asset, visit www.digitalasset.com and click here              

to learn more about DAML. 

For more information, press only:  

BOCA Communications for Digital Asset 

media@digitalasset.com  
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